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Over 200
Million Users
Everyday.

WHY SHOULD YOU
BE USING STORIES

There couldn't be a better time to start using Instagram
Stories for your business, and if you're already using
them, level up and start using all the tools effectively and
consistently to build your brand. 

Huge number of Users. 
IG stories boasts over 200 million daily active users,
which is more than Snapchat and Facebook. Your target
market for weddings is between 25 and 40 and chances
are most, if not all of them will be using Instagram on a
daily basis.

Cross Posting 
Instagram and Facebook are both Zuckerberg owned and
so psess very similar capabilities. Advertising on one, will
link to the other. 

Easier to plan 
Posting at the right time on your instagram grid is very
omportant and this enables you to to get content in front
of people when they are more likely to engage, and other
posts won’t push them down the feed. Stories are unique
with a 24-hour shelf life so the best time to post is less
important for visibility.

Engagement 
IG stories are a fun content form. There is an opportunity
to showcase your personality and unique aspects of 
 your brand. Fun, interesting, upbeat content can be very
engaging which is an important aspect of social media
marketing. Both polls and Q&A sessions offer unique
content opportunities.

Outbound links 
For accounts with more than 10,000 followers, there is
an option to include a swipe up link within your stories.
This is hugely important for brands wishing to direct
customers to an outside source and is a big help to
generate extra traffic to a location such as a recent blog
or sale items on a website.



Stories should be natural and fun and if they arent a
medium you're using yet - Here are some basic tips to
apply to your Stories until you become more
confident.

Create content for your audience 
A business should focus on the audience. They love to
hear personal parts about you and what youre up to,
but not constantly. Unlike celebrities that get millions
of views on a trip to the supermarket - keep your
content on brand so you are relating to your
auduence. 

Be authentic and fun
Story Success is only achieved when you're being
authentic. It is a way to peel back the curtain a bit and
showcase your personality in a fun, unique way. Make
jokes, don't take it too seriously but also stay within
your brand. 

Consistency is Important
The consistency of appearance is just as important as
the consistency of posts. Stories should be relatively
frequent, especially when incorporating polls and
questions as people want to see the results. Cover
photos and introduction video snippets can be
incorporated to create a consistent look and feel for
stories.

Short and sweet
Stories is the perfect medium to provide users with a
snippet of content. Whatever the purpose is, be it a
new product, or a demonstration, keep it short -
they're 15 seconds for a reason! .

Use exposure techniques – Stories should include
hashtags and location to increase the opportunity for
exposure with the discover feed. Other accounts can
also be tagged to increase reach and alert your
audience of new content.
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Be Authentic
and Fun

T IPS  FOR CREATING
INSTAGRAM STORIES



There are a number of fantastic tools available to help with
Instagram Stories. Should you wish to be even more
creative here are some of my favourites. 

Layer - Free to Download and Use
One of my personal favourites and the one I usually
recommend. Showcasing a huge selection of templates
with an easy to use Drag and Drop feature, you can make
your videos and images POP. For extra points use the
same layput on every story to max your branding.   

Instagrams own "Insights" tool - within IG App.
Keep a check on your analytical tools to measure the
effectiveness of your stories and give you ideas for more.

Layout - FREE to Download
Add in more than one image to your story using this quick
and easy to use App.

Unsplash - APP and Desktop. 
One of the most incredible sets of free imagery. Chose
from millions of high res images and use without having to
give credit. 

Instories -App
A pricey addition to your phone or ipad (£31 per year)
however - worth every penny. Create showstopping
branded videos. After a little faffing around it becomes
easier and its one that really makes you stand out. This can
be directly copied to use in a "Reel" as well. 

Lightroom - Free to Download and open but takes a
monthly Subscription fee to unlock all features.
Lightroom is the filter tool. The tool all the top
instagrammers use to make all thier pics look "the same".
You pick your brands "preset" and assign it to all your
images in one go. It takes a bit of forwrad planning and a
lot of consistenty to use for stories. This is more used for
Grid Posting Consistency than stories but is great if you
want a more unique filter.
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Make an Impact

TOOLS TO HELP WITH
STORIES



Throwback #TBT or #throwback to a past event,
wedding. Use as many of these as you want and RE
USE them on a weekly or monthly basis! Stories
are quick - re-using is essential!
Promote your blog post - Dont have a blog? Think
about starting one - they are GREAT for SEO but
do take time to up keep. 
Share your grid post to your story and #newpost. 
Promote your new Product 
Go LIVE! 
Conduct a Poll - perfect for "this or that" and great
to keep your customers and followers engaged.
Encourage them to interact! 
Give a tip of the day -  Whats your tip for your
business? Something simple or easy is best! (Don't
give away too much!)
Use the Question Sticker - Ask your followers
literaly ANYTHING! 
Show off your office or workspace
Do a “This or that” series (Use a template from the
Society Back Office to help!)
Share a review or a testimonial.
True or false. Share one image asking a true or
false question then reveal the answer in the next
post.
Host a Tutorial - upload it to IGTV and share the
hell out of it on your stories. Don't forget to save
it to highlights after and KEEP sharing!
Before and After - use a layout app to show side by
side images. (Instories has a BRILLIANT "twirl"
template for this!)
Share a Quote - A firm Favourite on IG Stories.
Tailor it for the time of day or day of the week if
you can - the more people that can relate to it -
the more people will respond or engage with it! 

Stuck for an Idea? 
Find one here - 
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No More Post
Paralysis

THE VAULT


